MERCER, WI—The new Action LL (long lengths) sports floors from Action Floor Systems provide a lower-cost option for high performance sports flooring.

Action LL’s solid-maple boards average 78” in length (+/-6”), each comprising individual segments joined by engineered finger joints more than twice as strong as the standard end match. These floors are significantly quicker and less expensive to install because of the reduced number of floor joints. These long-length boards also reduces jobsite waste, further reducing costs.

Action LL floors are graded according to standards recently set by the Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association and manufactured to stringent standards to ensure straightness and consistency.

Action LL can be used with nearly all of the 20 different subfloor systems offered by Action Floor Systems. Headquartered in Mercer, Wisconsin, Action Floor Systems is a leading U.S. supplier of northern maple hardwood sports floor systems for colleges, high schools and other sports facilities. For more information, visit www.actionfloors.com or contact the company at 1-800-746-3512.
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